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In the processing industry, fouling due to the accumulation of bioparticles or bacteria on
the surface of membranes results in decreased capacity, and subsequently requires
filtration membranes to require periodic cleaning, causing increased operating costs. In
this work, we evaluate the recently discovered concept of liquid-gated membranes
(LGMs) in both filtration characteristics, as well as their ability to facilitate passive
cleaning of membranes fouled with whey proteins. Additionally, we show that biofilms
formed on the surface of these membranes can be removed through exposure to an airwater interface through a simple dipping step. We further analyze the mechanisms of
fouling in LGMs and determine how passive recovery is achieved. Through this work, we
provide a basic understanding of LGMs for industry applications. This work will serve as
a platform to future studies to fully quantify and evaluate the potential of LGMs to reduce
operating costs in filtration processes.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Thesis Perspective and Overview
The use of membrane filtration systems is almost ubiquitous in bioprocessing
operations such as product separation, juice clarification, and wastewater treatment. The
physical separation of solutes based on size allows for highly selective separation systems
to be designed without the considerations for molecule charge, solubility, and density that
other separation processes such as centrifugation, precipitation, adsorption,
chromatography, electrophoresis, and liquid-liquid extractions require. In theory,
membrane separation systems can be run continuously at high flow rates. However, in
application, membrane applications have been hindered by fouling on the membrane
surface. This fouling increases the pressure differential required to operate the membrane
and reduces the flow rate of the membrane system. In industrial application, this reduces
the productivity of the system, and therefore the profitability.
Due to the build-up of fouling, sustained membrane operation requires intermittent
cleaning of the membrane surface to allow for continued operation at higher flow rates.
Current “active” cleaning processes often damage the membrane, reduce the lifespan, and
fail to remove all fouling from the membrane surface. In recent years, many technologies
have been developed to reduce or remove fouling effects. These approaches have focused
on modifying membrane surfaces to reduce the binding of molecules or inducing shear
forces at the membrane interface to reduce the formation of cake layers. However, these
approaches are often transient or rely on expensive fabrication techniques. The membrane
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industry needs an inexpensive solution to fouling that allows for cost-effective recovery
of flux. In this thesis, the filtration characteristics of the newly discovered liquid-gated
membranes are evaluated and the ability of these membranes to clean both protein and
bacterial foulants through passive and active methods is assessed. This thesis further
serves to bridge the gap between scientific evaluation and industry application of liquidgated membranes.
1.2. Objectives of This Study
The purpose of this work was to further the understanding of immobilized liquid-layers
and their application to membrane surfaces in the form of liquid-gated membranes. Basic
characterization of these membranes was performed to better understand the effects of
liquid layers on filtration properties. Furthermore, the effectiveness of liquid-gated
membranes at reducing the attachment or adhesion strength of membrane foulants, such
as proteins and bacteria was evaluated. It was found that allowing lubricated membranes
fouled with proteins to rest for a time period resulted in the recovery of membrane flux,
suggesting a cleaning action during the resting step. Further work was performed to
quantify this recovery and clarify the mechanism through which recovery is achieved.

2

1.3. Literature Review
1.3.1. Membrane Applications
Membranes are used for the removal or isolation of particles from liquid in a number of
industries. For example, membranes are commonly used in the separation and
purification of value added products, such as proteins [1,2] and biologically produced
commodity chemicals.[3–6] Additionally, membranes are often used in the dairy industry
to separate proteins and bacteria from milk.[7–9] Membrane filtration is further used in the
beverage industry to remove suspended cells and other particles accumulated during the
harvest and processing of juices.[10–15] Additionally, membranes have been found to be
effective in treating water for recirculation in pulp and paper mills, reducing the amount
of freshwater required per ton of paper.[16,17] Membranes can also be used to purify
drinking water through the removal of microorganisms, salts, and other particles;
however, membranes used to filter surface water are highly susceptible to fouling due to
their small pore size and the high fouling capacity of surface water. [18–21] Membranes can
be further used to purify complex industrial wastewater in Anaerobic Membrane
Bioreactors (AnMBR), where the solid retention time of the sludge is separated from the
hydraulic retention time.[22] This allows bacteria to degrade contaminants over long time
periods while constant production of clean water is still achieved, but membranes in this
setup are highly susceptible to fouling through formation of biofilms and cake layers at
the membrane interface.[23–31]
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1.3.2 Membrane Filtration
The main force that drives membrane filtration is pressure differential across the
membrane. Because of this, there are two modes of operation for membrane processes:
constant pressure filtration and constant flow rate filtration. In constant pressure
filtration, the transmembrane pressure (TMP) is held constant. In the absence of fouling
the membrane flow rate is constant (Equation 1.1), however, when fouling is present, the
membrane resistance increases due to increasing fouling resistance and subsequently the
flow rate decreases according to (Equation 1.2).[32]
Q=

(

(1.1)

)

where Q is the flow rate through the membrane
ΔP is the transmembrane pressure,
µ is the viscosity of the liquid being filtered,
and Rm is the resistance of the membrane to flow.
Q=

(

(1.2)

)

Where Q is the flow rate through the membrane
ΔP is the transmembrane pressure,
µ is the viscosity of the liquid being filtered,
Rm is the resistance of the membrane to flow,
and Rf is the resistance due to fouling.
In constant flow rate filtration, the flow rate across the membrane is maintained at a set
value, often through volume displacement methods. In this configuration, TMP is
increased to overcome elevated membrane resistance as fouling occurs.
Each mode of operation can be run as either dead-end filtration or cross-flow filtration. In
dead-end filtration fluid flow is perpendicular to the membrane surface as seen in Figure
1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Configuration of a dead-end filtration system. Particles (circles) flow with
the feed stream and perpendicular to the membrane (squares).
In cross-flow filtration, fluid flows tangential to the membrane surface, as well as
perpendicular to the membrane, (Figure 1.2). The shear of fluid flow across the
membrane surface helps to reduce the accumulation of a cake layer on the membrane
during filtration.[32] A pressure gradient is applied across the membrane to drive flow
through the membrane.

Figure 1.2. Configuration of a cross-flow filtration system. Particles (circles) flow
with the feed stream tangential to the membrane (squares). Particles are concentrated as
liquid is removed across the membrane. A pressure differential allows for some of the
feed stream to be pulled across the membrane.
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1.3.3. Membrane Fouling
Membrane fouling poses a major issue in membrane technology as accumulation of
foulants leads to reduced membrane flux resulting in a loss of process productivity.[33]
The three major categories of fouling are adsorption of macromolecules, adsorption of
inorganic particles (scaling), and fouling due to the adhesion and accumulation of
bacteria and biofilms (biofouling). Biofouling can be caused by either the direct growth
of organisms on the membrane surface[34] or the deposition of polysaccharides and
proteins on the surface.[35]
1.3.3.1. Particle Fouling
Currently, four models exist to describe the way in which fouling by particles, either
inorganic or organic, occurs. These models are standard blocking, complete blocking,
cake filtration, and intermediate blocking as seen in Figure 1.3.[36,37]

Figure 1.3. Four models for particle fouling. Standard blocking (A) where the pore
(represented by squares) is lined with small particles (circles), complete blocking (B)
where the pore is entirely blocked by a particle, cake filtration (C) where a layer of
particles results in blocking of the pore, and intermediate blocking (D) where particles
build-up on the membrane surface and some particles block pores.
6

Each of these four models can be mathematically represented by applying a different
value of ‘n’ to the constant pressure filtration equation,
=

(1.3)

where n is a constant dependent on the type of fouling that occurs,
t is the time of filtration,
and V is the volume filtered.
Standard blocking, where n is equal to 1.5, is the deposition of particles along the wall of
the pore. As such, the cross section of each pore decreases over time. The value of 1.5 is
calculated with the assumption that membrane pores are consistent in length and
diameter. In complete blocking, all molecules that contact the membrane surface are
assumed to entirely cover the pore of the membrane and no stacking of molecules occurs.
The value of n in this model is 2.[36,37] The cake filtration model has an n-value of 0. In
the cake filtration model particles accumulate on the surface of the membrane and stack
on each other reducing the permeability of the layer as more particles are added, in
addition to blocking the pores.[36,37] As a greater volume is filtered, the resistance of the
membrane is increased. Intermediate blocking serves as a model that helps to bridge
between standard blocking and cake filtration. In intermediate blocking, particles that
contact the surface are assumed to partially occlude the pore, and in this model, may
stack on top of already deposited particles. This model effectively describes the
probability of a pore being blocked by deposition of a particle on the membrane surface
and the n-value for this model is 1.[36] By fitting the decay of membrane flux to
dimensionalized versions of these models and calculating a value for n, it is possible to
determine what type of fouling is present in a membrane system.[38–40]
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1.3.3.2.Biofilm Fouling
The formation of biofilms on membrane surfaces is a complex phenomenon that results
in a layer of bacteria and proteins that is difficult to remove.[41,42] In general, bacterial
adhesion can be classified as reversible or irreversible, depending on whether they can be
gently removed by a surface rinse.[41] Reversible adhesion can be a result of cellular
surface proteins or chemiosmotic forces while irreversible attachment is achieved through
the excretion of extracellular polysaccharides and protein interactions with specific
ligands. Irreversible attachment most frequently results in the formation of a biofilm as
seen in Figure 1.4.[43,44]

Figure 1.4. Mechanics of Biofilm Formation. Initial attachment (A) leads to the
formation of microcolonies (B) followed by the attachment of other species and growth
of the initial biofilm (C), with the final result being a mature, multi-species biofilm (D).
Reprinted from Rickard et al.[44] (2003) with permission from Elsevier.
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Flagella, present in certain species, can play a role in both reversible and irreversible
adhesion to solids.[45–47] Bacteria that adhere to a solid surface will either eventually
begin to secrete extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), resulting in a biofilm, or leave
the surface and return to a planktonic state.[48]
One challenge in removing these biofilms is that shear stress has been shown to increase
the adhesion strength of bacteria. For example, when exposed to shear stress Escherichia
coli activate catch-bonds, resulting in an increased resistance to shear.[49] Additionally,
bacteria in biofilms are more resistant to chemical removal methods through reduced
diffusivity of anti-bacterial agents[50,51] and phenotypic changes of bacteria in biofilms.[51–
53]

The development of a surface that allows for low-energy removal of adhered biofilms

is required to improve processes hindered by biofilms.
1.3.4. Preventing Membrane Fouling
One method to prevent the accumulation of foulants on the surface of membranes is gas
sparging. In gas sparging, a gas is injected across the surface of the membrane and
reduces the adhesion of macromolecules to the membrane surface.[54–58] However, Ghosh
et al. showed that the effectiveness of gas sparging can be impacted by the configuration
of the membrane,[59] illustrating the inability of gas sparging to prevent membrane
fouling in all applications. Another method to prevent foulant accumulation is using
cross-flow filtration to reduce the accumulation of foulants on the membrane surface.[60]
In cross-flow filtration, the flow of the feed stream is parallel to the membrane surface, as
previously described (Section 3.2). This leads to a reduction in the accumulation of
colloidal foulants on the membrane surface; however, fouling still occurs within the
membrane pores, leading to flux decline which requires additional cleaning to recover
9

flux.[61] Additional methods to mitigate fouling during membrane filtration include pretreating the feed stream with coagulants,[62] mechanically vibrating the membrane,[29] and
chemically modifying the membrane surface.[63,64]
1.3.5. Removing Membrane Fouling
Once fouling has occurred, several methods exist to clean membranes and can generally
be classified as physical methods or chemical methods. Physical cleaning includes the
use of scraping, such as in continuous rotary filtration systems, where a layer of foulant is
removed from the rotating drum by a blade.[32] Another method of physical cleaning is a
backflush step, where water flows through the membrane in reverse to help push foulants
out of the pores and off of the membrane surface.[61] Backflushing can be performed
either after a membrane is fouled[65] or at set intervals throughout filtration to help reduce
the accumulation of foulants.[2,66] Ultra-sonic vibration (sonication) of membranes has
also been used to clean fouled membranes[67–69] although the use of sonication has been
shown to cause damage to the membrane, reducing its longevity.[68]
Chemical surface cleaning can be performed using a variety of chemical agents to
remove foulants. Hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid, oxalic acid, sodium hydroxide,
ammonia, ammonium chloride, bleach, detergents and surfactants have all been used to
remove foulants from membrane surfaces.[70–74] The use of harsh chemicals has been
shown to cause damage to membranes and reduce the operational lifespan of the
membrane.[74,75]
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1.3.6. Super Hydrophobic Surfaces
Super hydrophobic surfaces are being investigated as a new method to create non-fouling
surfaces. Early methods to create liquid-repellent surfaces relied on the use of surface
structures to cause liquid repulsion via the Cassie-Baxter model. These methods were
inspired by the leaves of the Lotus plant[76] and have worked well against liquids with
high surface tension at ambient temperatures. However, these surfaces fail to repel liquids
with low surface tension, under high pressure[77], high temperature [78], and high
humidity.[79] In addition, the flagella of E. coli are able to penetrate these microstructures
and aid in the formation of a biofilm on these microstructured surfaces.[80] To better
understand the failures of these materials under non-ambient conditions, the underlying
physics of Lotus leaf inspired surfaces must be understood. These surfaces rely on the
presence of pockets of air supporting the water droplet on top of the surface (CassieBaxter state) as shown in Figure 1.5A. When exposed to conditions that compress the
pocket of air, the droplets are allowed to wet the surface, which signifies a transition into
the Wenzel state as seen in Figure 1.5B.

Figure 1.5. Schematic of Lotus-Inspired Hydrophobicity. Schematic of the CassieBaxter (A) and Wenzel (B) states for a contaminating liquid (orange). Adapted from
Sotiri et al. 2016.
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Research has been performed to make Lotus-inspired surfaces repel low surface tension
liquids[81,82], however, due to the inherent dependence on physical surface structure,
Lotus-inspired designs can lose the ability to repel liquids when surface damage
occurs[77]. This drawback limits the applications of Lotus-inspired designs in industry. To
overcome the shortcomings of Lotus-inspired designs a new model for superhydrophobic surfaces was necessary. Inspired by the carnivorous Nepenthes pitcher plant,
which uses highly wettable microstructures to create a smooth liquid surface, causing
insects to slide into the cup of the plant, Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces
(SLIPS) were introduced by Wong et al.[83,84] Omniphobic SLIPS rely on the creation of
an immobilized layer (IL) of immiscible material on the substrate surface. To maintain a
stable liquid layer, the following thermodynamic conditions must be met by the system:
+

<

+

where γSB is the interfacial tension of the substrate (S) and infusing liquid (B),
γSA the interfacial tension of the substrate and the contaminating liquid (A),
γA the surface tension of the contaminating liquid (A),
and γB the surface tension of the infusing liquid (B).
This means that it is more energetically favorable for the infusing liquid to wet the
substrate surface than the contaminating liquid, causing the contaminating liquid to sit on
top of the immobilized liquid as described in Figure 1.6. These energetic conditions can
be accomplished through entrapping the infusing liquid through capillary forces and
increasing the affinity of the substrate surface for the infusing liquid. Physical entrapment
is created by creating surface roughness at the micro-, nano-, and molecular scales. The
affinity of the substrate and infusing liquid can be increased through functionalization of
the substrate surface with chemical modifiers. When these thermodynamic conditions are
met, a homogenous, stable, and highly repellent surface is created. These surfaces have
12

been shown to maintain repellent characteristics at pressures as high as 676 atm[84] and
with mechanical surface damage up to 33% of the total surface area.[85]

Figure 1.6. Schematic of Nepenthes-Inspired Hydrophobicity Schematic of
contaminating liquid (circle) on top of a liquid immobilized (top rectangle) to a solid
surface (bottom rectangle). Adapted from Sotiri et al. 2016.
SLIPS have been shown to be stable when exposed to shear rates relevant to the
healthcare industry, however, exposure to an air water interface has been shown to strip
lubricant from the IL.[86] This lubricant loss is due to the creation of a lubricant wrapping
layer forming at the air-water interface, allowing the lubricant to move with the air-liquid
interface and therefore be removed as seen in Figure 1.7.[87,88] SLIPS have been
fabricated using immobilized liquids of silicone oil,[84,89] canola oil,[90] coconut oil,[90]
olive oil,[90] and perfluoropolyethers[91] immobilized on a variety of solids with
preexisting porous structures or porous structures created during modification.[90,92]
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Figure 1.7. Schematic of the formation of a wrapping layer of immobilized liquid
due to the exposure to an air-water interface. This allows immobilized liquid to be
removed from the solid substrate. Reprinted with permission from Howell et al.[86]
Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
Surfaces with ILs have been shown to reduce the adhesion of proteins,[93,94] salts,[95,96]
and bacteria.[89,91] In addition, SLIPS fabricated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and
perfluorinated liquids was shown to reduce biofilm adhesion of Staphylococcus aureus
by 97.2% under static conditions for 48 hours, and biofilm adhesion of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa by 99.6% at a flow rate of 10 mL min-1 over a 7 day period.[91] A significant
advantage of using these surfaces to repel bacteria is that bacteria are not killed,[91] but
rather repelled from the surface, reducing the likelihood of applying a selection pressure
which could lead to the development of bacterial resistance. However, the interactions of
ILs with bacteria are complex and not well understood, especially under dynamic
conditions, and the adhesion strength of bacteria appears to be strain dependent.[97]
Further work is necessary to better understand the interactions between bacteria and ILs.
1.3.7. Liquid Gated Membranes
Hou et al. introduced the concept of liquid-gated membranes (LGMs), created with
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and Krytox lubricants, and showed that LGMs did not
allow the adhesion of salt, dye, and protein to a microchannel lined with an IL.[96] They
further showed that the entry pressure of deionized (DI) water was reduced in LGMs
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compared to non-lubricated controls. As seen in Figure 1.8, a notable feature of LGMs is
that when a critical pressure is applied, the infusing liquid lines the sides of the pores and
when pressure is released, the infusing liquid refills the pore as it returns to equilibrium.
While their work served to introduce and characterize the concept of LGMs in small scale
systems, it failed to quantify fouling rates or evaluate the increase in cleaning efficiency
in LGMs, compared to non-lubricated controls. In order for LGMs to be incorporated into
industry processes, it is essential that their interactions with proteins and bacteria, as well
as the efficiency of common membrane cleaning techniques be evaluated for LGMs. An
important step to better understand LGMs is modelling, which can be achieved through
the use of core-annular flow equations.[98] Using these equations, Bazyar et al. show that
the time required for the pores to be refilled was more dependent on the thickness of the
layer lining the pore than the viscosity of the infusing liquid for viscosities ranging from
4.4 to 800 cSt. The thickness of this layer was further shown to be dependent on the
pressure applied to the membrane.[98]

Figure 1.8. Schematic of liquid-gated membrane (LGM) before (left) and after (right)
critical pressure is applied. Adapted from Hou et al. 2015.
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1.3.8. Chemistry of Materials
1.3.8.1 Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a straight-chain polymer of tetrafluoroethylene (Figure
1.9) and is known for its high maximum use temperature (> 260 °C), hydrophobicity, and
relatively low coefficient of friction.[99] The hydrophobicity of PTFE presents an issue
when used for filtration of biological materials since proteins with hydrophobic domains
tend to cling to PTFE due to hydrophobic interactions. Additionally, the hydrophobicity
of PTFE membranes results in a higher energy requirement to push water through the
membrane. To overcome the hydrophobicity of PTFE membranes and reduce the energy
to push water through the membrane, chemical modifications to the PTFE surface are
made. Some of these modifications include plasma treatment with a C2H2:N2 mixture[100]
or the creation of a thin film of dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) or 3,4dihydroxyphenethylamine (dopamine) on the membrane surface.[101] While these
methods increase the pure water flux through the membrane, large-scale fabrication of
these membranes would be complex and costly, resulting in increased membrane cost to
consumers.

Figure 1.9. Structure of PTFE. Chemical structure of PTFE monomer.

1.3.8.2. Krytox Performance Lubricants
Krytox performance lubricants® are perfluoropolyethers and are currently widely used as
machine oils. The Krytox lubricants used in this work were Krytox 103 and Krytox 107
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which have viscosities of 82 cSt and 1535 cSt, respectively.[102] These lubricants consist
of approximately 21.6% carbon, 9.4% oxygen, and 69% fluorine by weight.[103] The
Chemical Abstracts Index name for Krytox is oxirane, trifluoro (trifluoromethyl)homopolymer. The CAS Registry Number is 60164-51-4.[102] The structure of a Krytox
monomer is shown in Figure 1.10. To create oils of varying viscosities, the length of the
polymer is altered between 10 and 60 units.[102] Due to its saturation with fluorine, Krytox
is not miscible with many common solvents including acetone, ethanol, and water,
making it a good machine lubricant.[104] However, due to the saturation of Krytox with
fluorine, it is completely miscible in fluorinated solvents such as perfluorohexane,
perfluoroctane, and hexafluorobenzene.[104] It has previously been shown that heavily
fluorinated compounds, such as Fluorinert FC-70, are able to penetrate into PTFE
films,[105] due to a partitioning of fluorinated liquids into a fluorinated solid matrix caused
by weak van der Waals interactions per area of molecular contact.[106] This penetration
allows fluorinated liquids to saturate a solid matrix. This phenomenon can be used to
create an immobilized layer of fluorinated liquid on the surface of the solid substrate. In
the same vein, Krytox performance lubricants are able to penetrate into PTFE porous
membranes.[91]

Figure 1.10. Structure of Krytox ® Performance Lubricants. Chemical structure of
Krytox lubricant monomer.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL METHODOLOGY
2.1. Creation of Liquid-Gated Membranes
To create liquid-gated membranes 200 µL of Krytox perfluoropolyether performance
lubricants of varying viscosities were added drop-by-drop to the surface of PTFE
membranes. After allowing the lubricant to wet the entire membrane, marked by a change
in transparency of the membrane from opaque to transparent as seen in Figure 2.1, the
membrane was suspended vertically allowing excess lubricant to drip off the membrane.
After this, the membrane was wiped gently with a paper towel to further remove excess
lubricant. Membranes were lubricated immediately before use to increase consistency
across experiments.

Figure 2.1. Comparison of Control Membranes and LGMS. Non-gated membrane
(left) and a liquid-gated membrane (right). Note the slight difference in transparency and
surface shininess between non-gated membranes and LGMs.
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2.2. Dead-End Filtration System
For filtration, a vacuum-driven, dead-end membrane system was used as shown in Figure
2.2. A pressure regulator was used to control the transmembrane pressure (TMP). Threeway valves were installed to allow for the system to be run in a reverse flow
configuration, driven by a syringe pump, to facilitate backflushing when necessary. TMP
was monitored using a digital pressure gauge interfaced with an Arduino microcontroller
coupled with a serial port monitor to log pressure values digitally on a computer. The
digital balance was interfaced with the computer to allow for measurement of stock tank
mass every 0.5 seconds.

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the dead-end filtration system with backflush ports
2.3. Bacterial Growth Conditions
2.3.1. Culture Maintenance and Strain Information
The bacterial strains used in this work were Pseudomonas aeruginosa UCBPP-PA-14,
Escherichia coli K12 W3110 (wild-type), Staphylococcus aureus SC01, and
Staphylococcus epidermidis 1200 ATCC 12228. All cultures were obtained from frozen
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stocks and then quadrant streaked onto Miller’s Luria-Bertani broth (LB) with 15 g L-1
agar (P. aeruginosa and E. coli) or tryptic soy agar (TSA) (S. aureus and S. epidermidis)
and grown at 37 °C for 24 hours. These stock cultures were then stored at 4 °C for no
more than two weeks before being transferred to a new agar plate through quadrant
streaking of isolated colonies. New cultures were obtained from frozen stocks every 8
weeks to reduce the risk of contamination and genetic drift.
2.3.2. Planktonic Growth
Planktonic cultures of S. epidermidis and S. aureus were grown in flasks with 25 g L-1
tryptic soy broth (TSB) at 37 °C with an agitation of 100 RPM. Planktonic P. aeruginosa
and E. coli were grown in flasks with 25 g L-1 LB at 37 °C with agitation of 100 RPM.
Culture growth was monitored by determining the optical density (OD) of 1 mL samples
of media through measurement of the absorbance at a wavelength of 590 nm (A590).
Samples with an A590 over 0.7 were diluted and measured again until the A590 was less
than 0.7 to reduce instrument error. A590 values of the diluted sample were than
multiplied by the dilution to determine the true A590 of the sample.
2.3.3. Biofilm Growth
Planktonic stock cultures were grown to allow for inoculation of biofilm dishes with
bacteria in the exponential growth phase. To grow planktonic stock cultures, 2 mL of
planktonic growth medium was transferred to a vented tube and then inoculated with 2 to
3 isolated colonies from the stock plate cultures and then allowed to grow for 18 to 24
hours at 37 °C with an agitation of 100 RPM.
To grow biofilms on membrane surfaces, membranes were placed at the bottom of square
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petri dishes and weighed down with silicone beads. 50 mL of biofilm forming media for
the selected bacteria was aseptically transferred to the petri dish. The petri dish was then
inoculated with 0.5 mL (1:100 v/v) of planktonic stock culture and placed in the
incubator at 37 °C for 48 hours. Biofilm media for P. aeruginosa was 25 g L-1 LB with
2.0 g L-1 of Na3C6H5O7 added to induce biofilm formation. Both S. epidermidis and S.
aureus biofilms were induced by the addition of 15 g L-1 NaCl to 25 g L-1 of TSA. E. coli
biofilms were grown in 15 g L-1 M63 media supplemented with 10 mL L-1 of 20%
glycerol solution and 1 mL L-1 of 1 M MgSO4. The final pH of M63 medium was
adjusted to 7 using 1M sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid.
2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Bacterial and protein samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were fixed in a
2.5% glutaraldehyde in a 1M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) for 15 minutes. Samples
were then serially dehydrated by 15 minute soaks in sequential baths of 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 95, and 100% ethanol. Dehydrated samples were flushed with supercritical CO2 using
a critical-point drier to replace the liquid within the cells without disrupting surface
structures. Samples were then fixed to carbon stubs and secured with silver paint to
ensure conductivity of the sample edges. Using a sputter coater, a gold layer with a
thickness of 23 nm was placed onto samples in an argon environment. SEM was
performed digitally with an Amray 1820 detecting secondary electrons with an
acceleration of 10 kV. Magnifications of 500x, 2500x, 5000x, and 10000x were used for
imaging.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF LIQUID-GATED MEMBRANES
3.1. Chapter Abstract
Basic characterization of membranes lubricated with either Krytox 103 or Krytox 107
was performed using non-lubricated membranes as a control group. The thickness of the
lubricant layer was quantified for a variety of methods of adding lubricant and removing
the excess lubricant from the membrane surface. The flow rate of water through the
membrane as well as the pressures required for both air and water to flow through the
membrane were also measured. Filtration of microparticles, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
and whey protein was performed to determine if the presence of a lubricating layer
affected the filtration characteristics of liquid-gated membranes. The most consistent
layer of lubricant, estimated to be 20 µm thick, was achieved by gently wiping
membranes. This layer was shown to retain its slipperiness through sliding angle
measurements. Consistent with previous data, the air entry pressure for lubricated
membranes was higher than non-lubricated membranes and the liquid entry pressure was
reduced in lubricated membranes. There was no significant difference in the flow rate of
DI water through lubricated membranes compared to non-lubricated controls.
Additionally, there was no difference in the effluent concentration of both microparticles
and whey protein between non-lubricated membranes and membranes with either Krytox
103 or 107. However, there were differences in effluent S. epidermidis concentrations
between non-lubricated and lubricated membranes, suggesting more complex interactions
between the surface structures of the bacteria and the liquid layer.
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3.2. Introduction
This chapter serves to provide basic characterization of liquid-gated membranes and
determine if the presence of a gating liquid changes the filtration characteristics of 1 µm
PTFE membranes. Existing literature on LGMs provides basic details on functionality of
LGMs, however, evaluation of how the presence of a liquid layer lining the inside of a
pore[96,98] changes the filtration characteristics has not yet been performed. To date, there
is no published data on the thickness of the lubricant layer over the surface of the
membrane or effluent concentrations of particles filtered through the membrane. By
better quantifying the basic characteristics of these membranes a deeper understanding of
liquid-gated membranes will be reached, allowing for better assessment of membrane
performance as presented later in this work.
3.3. Materials and Methods
3.3.1. Approximation of Lubricant Layer Thickness
The thickness of the lubricant layer above the membrane surface was determined using
the assumptions that all membrane pores are entirely filled with lubricant and that the
lubricant forms a uniform, cylindrical layer on the membrane surface. This assumption
neglects edge effects and lubricant curvature. To approximate lubricant layer thickness,
first the void volume of the membrane was approximated according to:
V

= (r ) t π −

(3.1)

where Vvoid is the void volume of the membrane in cm3,
rm is the radius of the membrane in cm,
tm is the thickness of the membrane in cm,
mm is the mass of the membrane in g,
and ρm is the density of PTFE in g cm-3.
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After void volume was calculated the volume of Krytox lubricant added to the membrane
was calculated with the following equation:
V =

(3.2)

where Vkr is the volume of krytox applied to the membrane in cm3,
mwet is the mass of the membrane after Krytox application in g,
mdry is the mass of the clean membrane in g,
and ρkr is the density of Krytox in g cm-3.
Using equations 3.1 and 3.2, the thickness of the lubricant layer can be approximated
according to:
t

=

∗(

)

∗ 1000

(3.3)

where tlu is the thickness of the lubricant layer in µm.
The mass of the membrane was first measured for a clean membrane and then again
measured immediately after the application of 0.200 mL of lubricant to the membrane
surface. Drainage steps of either vertical suspension for 30 seconds or wiping the surface
were performed and the mass of the membrane was recorded after the drainage step to
allow for calculation of the final layer thickness. Each drainage method was tested in
triplicate. To confirm that the lubricant layer remained thick enough to prevent contact
between the membrane and water sliding angle was measured using an inclinometer.
Membranes with a sliding angle of less than 10 degrees were considered to be “slippery”.
3.3.2. Determination of Clean Water Flux
To determine the water flux through clean membranes, membranes were inserted into the
previously described dead-end filtration setup (Section 2.2). The stock tank was filled
with clean DI water. Pressure was maintained at 68.95 ± 0.83 kPa using the pressure
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regulator for 45 seconds, allowing the system to reach steady state. Mass data was
recorded for 45 seconds after steady state was reached in order to determine flow rate
across the membrane. Flow rate was determined by calculating the change in mass in the
receiving flask per unit time. Each membrane treatment was performed in triplicate.
3.3.3. Determination of Entry Pressure
The entry pressures of both air and DI water were determined by using the pressure
regulator to increase the TMP by increments of 1.72 kPa starting at 0 kPa (ambient
conditions). After each increment of pressure, the system was allowed to come to steady
state during a one-minute waiting period. For air entry pressure, water was placed at the
bottom of a vertical tube and the surface of the water marked on the tube. After each
incremental increase of TMP and the waiting period, the water level was checked. When
the water level rose above the line the pressure was recorded as the entry pressure for air.
To determine liquid entry pressure, the vertical tube was filled with water and placed in a
stock tank sitting on the digital scale. The scale was tared before the pressure was
increased. The liquid entry pressure was recorded when the mass of the scale decreased
to -0.10 grams. Both air and liquid entry pressures were determined for three replicates of
each treatment to allow for statistical analysis and ensure the repeatability of results
obtained.
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3.3.4. Filtration of Particles
3.3.4.1. Microparticle Filtration
Filtration of various suspended particles was performed to determine how the presence of
a liquid gate affects the filtration characteristics of the membrane. To measure the
filtration of particles with tightly controlled diameters, 5 mL of a 0.0054% suspension of
1 µm latex microparticles was filtered through the membrane using a syringe pump at
flow rates of 0.007 mL s-1 and 0.032 mL s-1. Stock and effluent concentrations of
microparticles were measured using absorbance at a wavelength of 590 nm (A590).
3.3.4.2. Filtration of S. epidermidis
To better clarify if the presence of surface structures and charge would effect filtration
characteristics, S. epidermidis, which has a cell diameter of approximately 1 µm and is
coccoid in shape, was filtered through 1 µm PTFE membranes. For these experiments,
the relative S. epidermidis concentration was measured using A590. Planktonic cultures of
S. epidermidis were grown to an OD of 1.4 ± 0.016 at 37°C before filtration was
performed. The culture broth was brought to room temperature prior to filtration.
3.3.5. Filtration of Whey Protein
To investigate if liquid-gating affected the filtration characteristics of proteins,
concentration of both the 2.5 g L-1 whey stock solution and effluent was measured using
the constant-pressure, dead-end filtration system. For these experiments, a the whey
protein solution was filtered at a TMP of 68.95 ± 0.83 kPa. All experiments were
performed in triplicate to ensure that results were repeatable. Concentration of whey
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protein in solution was measured using the absorbance of 1 mL of sample at 540 nm.
Standard curves for concentrations of microparticles and whey protein are shown in
Appendix A.
3.4. Results
3.4.1. Approximation of Lubricant Layer Thickness
Figure 3.1 shows the thickness of a Krytox 103 lubricant layer on 1 µm PTFE
membranes. The thickness of the layer is thinnest after wiping the membrane and has the
most variation after a drainage time of 30 seconds.

Figure 3.1. Lubricant Layer Thickness After Different Draining Methods Lubricant
layer thickness immediately after lubricant addition, after 30 seconds of drainage, and
after membrane wiping for Krytox 103 on 1 µm PTFE membranes.
To confirm that lubricated membranes were still fully lubricated after drainage or wiping,
sliding angle was measured. Figure 3.2 shows the sliding angle of a 25 µL drop of DI
water on 1 µm PTFE membranes after lubrication and either vertical drainage or wiping
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to remove excess lubricant. The highest sliding angle is for non-lubricated PTFE, and the
lowest is for membranes immediately after addition of lubricant. The sliding angle value
after 30 seconds of drainage is similar to that of wiped membranes.

Figure 3.2. Sliding Angle After Different Draining Methods A) Sliding angle values
for 1 µm PTFE membranes before lubricant addition, after lubricant addition, after 30
seconds of vertical draining of excess lubricant, and after gently wiping the membrane to
reduce excess lubricant. B) Schematic of system used to determine sliding angle. A
sliding angle of less than 10° was considered to be slippery, while a sliding angle of over
10° was considered to be non-slippery.
3.4.2. Determination of Clean Water Flux
There was no statistical difference in the flow rate of DI water through any of the
membranes. However, in general, membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 had a slightly
higher flow rate than non-lubricated controls while membranes with Krytox 107 as a
gating liquid had a slightly lower flow rate, as seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Deionized Water Flow Rate Through LGMs Flow rate of DI water through
both non-lubricated membranes and membranes lubricated with either Krytox 103 or
Krytox 107.
3.4.3. Determination of Entry Pressure
There was a statistical difference (p = 0.0000 and 0.0000, respectively) between air entry
pressures of non-lubricated membranes and both Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 lubricated
membranes. However, there was no statistical difference between air entry pressures in
Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 lubricated membranes. Both Krytox 103 and Krytox 107
lubricated membranes demonstrated higher air-entry pressures than non-lubricated
controls (Figure 3.4A). There was a statistical difference in liquid entry pressures
between non-lubricated membranes and membranes lubricated with both Krytox 103 (p =
0.010) and with Krytox 107 (p = 0.001). There was no difference between membranes
lubricated with Krytox 103 and membranes lubricated with Krytox 107 (p = 0.071). As
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seen in Figure 3.4B, both Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 lubricated membranes exhibited
lower liquid entry pressures than non-lubricated controls.

Figure 3.4. Air and Liquid Entry Pressures in LGMs A) Air entry pressure in both
non-lubricated membranes and membranes lubricated with either Krytox 103 or Krytox
107. B) Entry pressure of DI water in both non-lubricated membranes and membranes
lubricated with either Krytox 103 or Krytox 107.
3.4.4. Filtration of Particles
3.4.4.1. Microparticle Filtration
At a flow rate of 0.007 mL s-1 no statistical difference between effluent microparticle
concentrations between non-lubricated membranes and either of the lubricated
membranes (Figure 3.5A). The lack of statistical difference between all treatments was
also observed for filtration of microparticles at a flow rate of 0.032 mL s-1, as seen in
Figure 3.5B.

Figure 3.5. Effluent Microparticle Concentration A) Effluent microparticle (MP)
concentrations at flow rates of 0.007 mL s-1 normalized to stock concentration. B) 0.032
mL s-1 normalized to stock microparticle concentration.
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3.4.4.2. Filtration of S. epidermidis
There was a significant difference in effluent S. epidermidis concentrations between nonlubricated membranes and both Krytox 103 lubricated membranes (p = 0.003) as well as
Krytox 107 lubricated membranes (p = 0.002) at a flow rate of 0.007 mL s-1. As shown in
Figure 3.6A, both lubricated membranes allowed more S. epidermidis cells to go through
compared to non-lubricated controls at a flow rate of 0.007 mL s-1. At a flow rate of
0.032 mL s-1 there was only a statistically higher amount of S. epidermis cells in the
effluent of non-lubricated membranes and Krytox 103 lubricated membranes (p = 0.036).
There was no significant difference between membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 and
Krytox 107, nor was there a difference between membranes lubricated with Krytox 107
and non-lubricated controls (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6. Effluent S. epidermidis concentration for different membrane treatments at
a flow rate of 0.007 mL s-1 (left) and 0.032 mL s-1 (right) normalized to the stock
concentration.
3.4.5. Filtration of Whey Protein
The effluent whey concentration was not significantly different between non-lubricated
membranes and either of the lubricated membranes as seen in Figure 3.7. There was also
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no difference between membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 and membranes lubricated
with Krytox 107.

Figure 3.7. Effluent whey concentrations of non-lubricated and lubricated membranes
normalized to stock whey concentrations. Filtration was performed at a TMP of 68.95 ±
0.83 kPa.
3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Approximation of Lubricant Layer Thickness
The layer thickness was estimated to be 80 µm immediately after addition of Krytox 103
to the surface. However, after vertically suspending the membrane for 30 seconds, the
thickness of the lubricant layer was around 25 µm. After wiping the membrane gently, it
was approximately 20 µm. Consistent with expectations, wiping the membrane removed
the most excess lubricant. Additionally, the overall variance of the layer thickness across
the three samples was lowest after wiping excess Krytox from the surface. This suggests
that wiping is a more repeatable and consistent method. To ensure that membranes were
still “slippery” after drainage, sliding angle was measured. Here, “slippery” was
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classified as having a sliding angle of less than 10 degrees.[84] Non-lubricated membranes
had a sliding angle of 13 degrees. The lowest sliding angle was observed when
membranes had excess lubricant immediately after lubricant addition, at 2.3 degrees. Of
the lubricated membranes, the highest sliding angle was 7.2 degrees for membranes with
excess lubricant wiped off. However, this sliding angle was still under 10 degrees,
meaning that membranes remain lubricated after wiping away excess lubricant.
Additionally, the lowest variance in sliding angle was seen after wiping excess lubricant
away. Due to this reduced variance with only slight increase in sliding angle, wiping
excess lubricant away was selected as the method to use throughout the rest of this work.
3.5.2. Determination of Clean Water Flux
The lack of statistically significant flow rates between non-lubricated and lubricated
membranes suggests that the presence of a liquid gate does not affect the flow rate of the
membrane at a TMP of 68.95 kPa. This is an interesting result since the lining of pores
with gating liquid was expected to have an impact on the permeability of the membranes
due to a restriction of pore diameter.[98] However, the lack of significant reduction in flow
rate despite the restriction of pore size by the gating liquid could be explained by a
reduction in friction at the interface of water and lubricant compared to lubricant and bare
PTFE.
3.5.3. Determination of Entry Pressure
Consistent with previous results, when a liquid-gate there was a significant increase in air
entry pressure as well as a reduction in liquid entry pressure.[96] This agrees with previous
work suggesting that below the entry pressure for air, membrane pores are fully blocked
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by the gating liquid, compared to fully open pores in non-lubricated membranes, which
allow air flow at pressures very close to 0 kPa.[96,98] Additionally, this result lends support
to the working assumption that the behavior of liquid-gated membranes with excess
lubricant wiped from the surface would be similar to the performance of liquid-gated
membranes with no wiping of excess lubricant such as those used in Hou et al. and
Bazyar et al.[96] in terms of pore gating and basic membrane characterization. A reduced
amount of Krytox necessary for lubrication would help to reduce the cost of gating
membranes.
3.5.4. Filtration of Particles
3.5.4.1. Microparticle Filtration
The lack of difference in filtration of microparticles between non-lubricated and
lubricated membranes suggests that the presence of a liquid gate does not change the
filtration characteristics for neutrally charged particles of a consistent size. Considering
that the thickness of the lubricant layer is on the scale of 0.1 - 0.3 µm during the flow of
gas through lubricant lined pores,[98] it was not expected that the same number of
particles would go through the membrane. However, this result may be explained by
considering both the slipperiness of the liquid layer as well as the tendency for liquids to
deform when acted upon by a force. It is possible that particles were allowed through by
either pushing the immobilized liquid out of the way, or through a reduction in friction
between the latex microparticles and the pore wall.
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3.5.4.2. Filtration of S. epidermidis
While the filtration of S. epidermidis was designed to serve as an analog to the filtration
of microparticles, the results were markedly different. As opposed to microparticle
filtration (Section 5.4.1), there were significant differences in effluent concentration
when a liquid gate was present. This different result could be caused by the presence of
both surface charge and surface structures in S. epidermidis compared to microparticles.
It is possible that the surface structures of S. epidermidis caused more cells to be caught
in non-lubricated membranes due to attachment to bare PTFE, reducing the number of
cells that went through the membrane. The reduced attachment of S. epidermidis to an
immobilized liquid layer[97] could allow more cells to pass through the membrane pores,
resulting in increased effluent concentration. It is important to note, however, that the
lack of significant difference in filtration between non-lubricated and Krytox 107
lubricated membranes at a flow rate of 0.032 mL s-1 is unexpected considering the results
of the lower flow (0.007 mL s-1) rate test. It was expected that the layer of lubricant lining
the pore would be thinner at higher flow rates,[98] leading to an increased effluent
concentration. Instead, when exposed to a higher flow rate, fewer microparticles passed
through the membrane. Directly comparing the means of these groups at the higher flow
rate shows that Krytox 107 lubricated membranes (µ = 0.815) had a higher mean than
non-lubricated membranes (µ = 0.755), however with a sample size of three, no
significant difference was calculated. Future work to replicate this experiment with
increased sample size should be performed.
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3.5.5. Filtration of Whey Protein
The lack of statistical difference between non-lubricated and lubricated membranes
suggests that the presence of a liquid layer does not have a significant effect on the
filtration of whey protein. This result was expected due to the very small size of the
proteins relative to the pore, as well as the lubricating properties of the immobilized
Krytox performance lubricant. This is an important result since the similar filtration
characteristics for whey protein between non-lubricated and lubricated membranes allows
for more direct comparison of the performance of the two membranes during fouling
tests.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, basic characterization of LGMs was performed. Approximation of the
lubricant layer thickness showed that wiping excess lubricant from the membrane surface
resulted in a layer of approximately 20 µm and had less variability than draining excess
lubricant from the membrane for 30 seconds. Additionally, it was shown that there is no
significant difference in DI water flux through clean membranes when gated with Krytox
103 or Krytox 107 compared to non-lubricated controls, as well as between LGMs with
different viscosity lubricants. Liquid-gating reduced the entry pressure of DI water into
the membrane. This may help to overcome the issue of increased operating costs for
hydrophobic PTFE membranes due to increased energy costs compared to hydrophilic
membranes. Contrary to initial expectations, the presence of a lubricant layer lining
membrane pores did not change the effluent concentration compared to controls when
filtering 1 µm microparticles. This could be caused by either reduced friction between the
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membrane and particles or particles displacing the liquid layer during filtration.
Additionally, filtration of S. epidermidis particles was not consistent with the results of
the microparticle experiment. This may be due to surface structures and charge of S.
epidermidis interacting with Krytox in ways that the inert latex microparticles did not.
There was no difference in effluent whey concentration between lubricated and nonlubricated membranes. This is a positive result suggesting that there is potential to apply
LGMs to existing filtration technology without a drastic change to the membrane sizing
and selection process. The basic characterization of LGMs provided in this chapter boosts
the general understanding of LGMs and provides a basic framework for future
experiments involving the filtration of particles through LGMs.
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Chapter 4
FLUX RECOVERY IN PROTEIN-FOULED LIQUID-GATED MEMBRANES
4.1. Chapter Abstract
Flux recovery in LGMs after fouling with whey protein was obtained by allowing
membranes to sit with no TMP for resting intervals of 1, 15, and 30 minutes. It was found
that lubricated membranes recovered significantly more flux than non-lubricated controls
after resting steps of both 15 and 30 minutes. Membranes lubricated with Krytox 103
recovered 16% and 15% of initial membrane flux after resting intervals of 15 and 30
minutes, respectively. Membranes gated with Krytox 107 recovered 32% and 60% of
initial flux after rest intervals of 15 and 30 minutes, respectively. The mechanism of
passive cleaning is not clear from this data; however, work will be presented in Chapter 6
to attempt to address this question. Additional tests were performed to determine if
liquid-gating increased the recovery of flux during a backflush step both with and without
prior resting. In all cases, it was found that LGMs performed similar to or worse than
non-lubricated controls, indicating that liquid-gating does not significantly improve the
effect of a backflush cleaning step. Finally, LGMs were evaluated for the ability to
undergo passive cleaning during multiple cycles of fouling and subsequent cleaning. It
was found that flux recovery decreased approximately 4.1% with each cycle, or from
72% to 21% over 12 cycles in LGMs created with Krytox 107. This decline in recovery
suggests either lubricant loss, the membrane cake layer is being compacted, or some
combination of both mechanisms.
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4.2. Introduction
A number of industrial applications of microfiltration membranes result in membrane
fouling due to deposition of proteins on the membrane surface or within membrane
pores.[7,107,108] Several methods have been developed to both reduce protein fouling and
remove proteins once fouling has occurred. However, these methods require energy input
into the system and can potentially reduce the lifespan of the membrane.[38,75,109] This
additional energy input increases the cost of process operation, and subsequently, the cost
to the consumer. The development of passive cleaning processes, where no additional
energy is required and membrane lifespan is not reduced, would increase process
efficiency and reduce consumer cost.
To date, studies concerning LGMs have focused primarily on the method of gating and
the prevention of fouling.[96,98] However, the complete prevention of fouling reported by
Hou et al. occurred in long, straight, liquid-lined microchannels rather than the highly
tortuous pores of PTFE. Fouling of LGMs by proteins during dead-end filtration has not
yet been reported. This chapter evaluates the ability of LGMs to resist protein fouling
during filtration of whey protein in solution. Additionally, a passive cleaning method is
evaluated for flux recovery in protein-fouled membranes and compared to a standard
backflush cleaning step. The longevity of this passive recovery over subsequent filtration
and resting cycles is also determined.
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4.3. Materials and Methods
4.3.1. Passive Flux Recovery
Filtration of a 2.5 g L-1 whey solution was performed for 15 minutes at a TMP of 68.95 ±
0.83 kPa. After 15 minutes of filtration membranes were fully fouled and filtration was
stopped. Resting steps of 1, 15, or 30 minutes were performed. After completion of the
resting step, filtration was again performed for 15 minutes to allow for determination of
flux recovery. Membrane flux was determined using mass flow rate and the time.
Membrane flux was then normalized to the maximum value of flux through the
membrane. Flux recovery was calculated as the maximum flux after recovery divided by
the maximum flux before recovery. Multiplying this value by 100 gave the percent
recovery of the membrane. All treatments were performed in triplicate.
4.3.2. Flux Recovery through Backflushing
Filtration of a 2.5 g L-1 whey solution was performed according to the method described
in Section 3.1. Immediately after the initial filtration cycle was stopped a backflush was
performed with 10 mL of water over 10 seconds, or a flow rate of 1 mL s-1, using a
syringe pump. After completion of the backflush step, the second cycle of filtration was
performed. Membrane flux was determined and evaluated using the method described in
Section 3.1. All treatments were performed in triplicate.
4.3.3. Passive Flux Recovery Combined with Backflushing
Initial filtration of a 2.5 g L-1 whey solution followed by a resting step of 15 or 30
minutes was performed as previously described. After completion of the resting step, a
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backflush was performed with 10 mL of water over 10 seconds, a flow rate of 1 mL s-1,
using a syringe pump. After completion of the backflush step, a second cycle of filtration
was performed. Membrane flux was determined using methods described earlier in this
work. All treatments were performed in triplicate.
4.3.4. Passive Flux Recovery over Repeated Cycles
Filtration of a 2.5 g L-1 whey solution was performed for 10 minutes according to the
methods used in Section 3.1. After 10 minutes of filtration through membranes lubricated
with Krytox 107 filtration was stopped. A resting step of 30 minutes was then performed.
After rest, filtration was again performed for 10 minutes to allow for determination of
flux recovery. This process was repeated over 12 cycles of fouling followed by
membrane rest. Flux recovery for each cycle was calculated using methods previously
reported in Section 3.1. This process was performed in triplicate and no control
membranes were used since prior results showed that membranes lubricated with Krytox
107 recovered more flux than non-lubricated membranes during a resting step.
4.4. Results
4.4.1. Passive Flux Recovery
Figure 4.1 shows the mass flow data over time during filtration of a 2.5 g L-1 whey
protein solution by a 1 µm PTFE membrane gated with Krytox 107. After 880 seconds of
filtration the membrane was fully fouled, marked by a membrane flow rate of almost 0
mL s-1. At this time, the membrane was allowed to rest for 30 minutes and then filtration
was resumed. Recovery was determined using the maximum flow rate both before and
after the resting step. Flux decline curves for this experiment are shown in Figure 4.2A.
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The normalized recovery in LGMs created with either Krytox 103 or Krytox 107 was
greater than 1 after 15 and 30 minutes of rest, indicating that more recovery occurred in
these LGMs than in non-lubricated controls during a resting step (Figure 4.2B). In resting
intervals of both 15 and 30 minutes, membranes lubricated with Krytox 107 exhibited
more recovery than membranes lubricated with Krytox 103. Figure 4.3B shows pictures
and SEM images of LGMs and control membranes after protein fouling. Flux decline
curves for each membrane and different resting times are shown in Appendix B.

Figure 4.1. Demonstration of Evaluation of Flux Recovery Mass flow data during
filtration of 2.5 g L-1 whey solution through a 1 µm PTFE membrane gated with Krytox
107. At a time of 880 seconds the membrane was allowed to rest for 30 minutes. Mass
flow data is normalized to the maximum flow rate. Recovery is calculated by dividing the
maximum flow rate after the resting step by the maximum flow rate during initial
filtration.
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Figure 4.2. Passive Flux Recovery in Whey-Fouled LGMs A) Normalized flux decline
curves for LGMs and non-lubricated controls. B) Recovery values for LGMs after 15
minutes of fouling with 2.5 g L-1 whey solution and subsequent resting intervals of 1, 15,
or 30 minutes. Recovery values for LGMs are divided by the recovery value for their
respective non-lubricated control. A value of 0 means the LGM performed the same as
control membranes, a value greater than 0 indicates higher recovery values in LGMs than
non-lubricated controls, and a value less than 0 represents less recovery in LGMs than
non-lubricated controls. C) Photographs of crystal violet-stained, protein-fouled LGMs
and control membranes (top, scale bar 0.5 cm) and SEM of protein-fouled LGMs and
control membranes (bottom, scale bar 5 µm).
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4.4.2. Flux Recovery through Backflushing
Figure 4.3 shows normalized flux recovery
values after a backflush step performed
immediately following initial filtration.
Recovery in membranes lubricated with both
Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 was less than 1,
indicating performance worse than nonlubricated controls.

Figure 4.3. Flux Recovery in Whey-Fouled
LGMs During Backflush Recovery values
for membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 or
Krytox 107 after an immediate backflush.
Recovery values are normalized to recovery
values for non-lubricated controls.

4.4.3 Passive Flux Recovery Combined with Backflushing
Flux recovery values for LGMs normalized to
recovery values in non-lubricated controls are
shown in Figure 4.3 for a cleaning step of a rest
interval of 15 or 30 minutes followed by a 1 mL
s-1 backflush step with a duration of 10 s. In all
cases, LGMs demonstrated less than or similar
Figure 4.4. Flux Recovery in WheyFouled LGMs by Combined Rest and
Backflush. Recovery values for LGMs for
a cleaning step consisting of a rest interval
followed by a backflush. LGM recovery
values are normalized to recovery values
for non-lubricated controls.

recovery than non-lubricated controls.
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4.4.4. Passive Flux Recovery Over Repeated Cycles
Percent recovery in Krytox 107 lubricated membranes over 12 cycles of filtration and
passive cleaning by a resting step are shown in Figure 4.5. Percent recovery decreased
with each cycle from 72% in the 2nd cycle to 21% in the 12th cycle.

Figure 4.5. Flux Recovery over Multiple Cycles of Whey Filtration. Percent flow rate
recovery over 12 cycles of filtration and rest in LGMs created with Krytox 107 as the
gating liquid.
4.5. Discussion
4.5.1. Passive Flux Recovery
Membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 recovered 16% after 15 minutes of rest and 15%
after 30 minutes of rest. The lack of additional recovery suggests that the cleaning action
that occurs during membrane rest was finished before 15 minutes in membranes
lubricated with Krytox 103. Membranes lubricated with Krytox 107 exhibited higher
recoveries than those treated with Krytox 103, recovering 32% and 60% after rest periods
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of 15 and 30 minutes, respectively. From the data alone, it is not clear why membranes
lubricated with Krytox 107 exhibit more cleaning than those lubricated with Krytox 103.
Both LGMs and control membranes appeared to have crystal violet stained protein after
filtration and 30 minutes of rest. SEM imaging of these membranes showed that there
was indeed protein on the surface of both LGMs and non-lubricated controls. However,
Chapter 6 of this work attempts to determine the mechanism of passive recovery in
LGMs and sheds further light on the cause of increased recovery in membranes gated
with Krytox 107 compared to membranes gated with Krytox 103.
4.5.2. Flux Recovery through Backflushing
Due to the lubricant lining the pores it was expected that the effectiveness of a backflush
step to recover flux in LGMs would be much better than in non-lubricated membranes.
However, the data shown in Figure 4.3 reveal that less flux was recovered in LGMs after
a backflush step than non-lubricated membranes. The recovery of initial flux was 44%
and 64% for membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 respectively. The
recovery in non-lubricated membranes was 69%. One potential explanation for the
reduction in recovery in LGMs compared to non-lubricated membranes could be the
inability of membrane pores much smaller than 1 µm to allow flow at a TMP of 68.95
kPa.[96] This would reduce the number of pores in the membrane allowing flow, possibly
reducing the membrane surface area that could be acted upon by the backflush step.
Another explanation is that the presence of a lubricating layer in the pores could
significantly alter the flow profile, reducing the effectiveness of a backflush step. To date,
there are no data on the specific flow patterns, making it difficult to deduce the specific
cause for this lack of improved recovery after a backflush step in LGMs compared to
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non-lubricated membranes. Additionally, these data support the claim made by
Kovalenko et al. that liquid layers exhibit complex interactions with solid particles under
dynamic conditions that are not fully understood.[97] Creating a better understanding of
these interactions is not within the scope of this work, but future work to elucidate the
interaction of solid particles with immobilized liquid layers is essential to fully
understanding LGMs.
4.5.3. Passive Flux Recovery Combined with Backflushing
To determine if recovery in LGMs after a backflush step could be improved compared to
recovery in non-lubricated membranes, the combination of a rest interval with a
backflush step was tested for membrane recovery in both LGMs and non-lubricated
controls. Since a resting step had previously resulted in greater cleaning for LGMs than
non-lubricated controls, it was predicted that combining a resting interval with a
backflush step could increase membrane cleaning in LGMs compared to non-lubricated
membranes. However, this prediction was not supported by the data, which showed
LGMs recovering less than non-lubricated membranes after a resting interval followed by
a backflush. However, the combination of rest and backflush did result in increased flux
recovery when compared to just a rest interval, although this result is expected by the
increased cleaning energy of a backflush step. Flux recovery in membranes lubricated
with Krytox 103 after 15 minutes of rest and a backflush was 66%, compared to 72% in
non-gated control membranes. Flux recovery in membranes gated with Krytox 107 was
82% after 30 minutes of rest and a backflush, compared to 88% in non-lubricated
controls. This reduction in flux recovery indicates that the combination of a rest interval
with a backflush does not improve flux recovery in liquid-gated membranes compared to
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non-gated membranes. However, observing a rest interval before backflushing increased
the recovery in LGMs by around 20% of initial flux for membranes lubricated with either
Krytox 103 or 107, suggesting that a rest interval facilitates membrane cleaning in a way
that increases the effect of a backflush cleaning step in LGMs. This could be caused by
the pushing of proteins to the center of the pore during the refilling of the pore, reducing
the flow required to expel proteins from the pore. However, experimental evidence to
show this is difficult to obtain due to the presence of the omniphobic liquid-gate in this
system.
4.5.4. Passive Flux Recovery Over Repeated Cycles
To evaluate the longevity of the passive recovery capabilities of LGMs created with
Krytox 107, subsequent cycles of fouling with 2.5 g L-1 whey solution followed by a rest
interval of 30 minutes. Recovery between the 1st fouling cycle and 2nd fouling cycle was
72%. After 12 fouling cycles, recovery had reduced to 21%. This reduction in recovery
could potentially be explained by loss of lubricant from the membrane, resulting in
reduced cleaning during the resting step. Another explanation for the decrease in
recovery is that the mechanism of flux recovery during a resting step is reinfusion of the
lubricant into the pore, pushing protein foulants into the middle or towards the surface of
the pore. It is possible that build-up of the cake layer results in a continual decline in flow
through the membrane, as has been reported in systems where cleaning does not occur.[32]
These possibilities will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6.
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4.6. Conclusions
The recovery of 60% of flow during a passive resting step of 30 minutes in protein-fouled
membranes gated with Krytox 107 marks a significant recovery in flux without the need
for additional energy input during cleaning. This passive recovery makes further
investigation into the application of LGMs to industry processes a promising topic. The
use of LGMs offers potential to reduce operation cleaning costs while still allowing for
recovery of flux in membranes fouled with protein. While the mechanism of flux
recovery is still unclear, it is likely that proteins are removed from the membrane through
either pore cleaning or surface cleaning.
It is also interesting to note that the presence of a lubricating layer did not increase flux
recovery compared to controls when membranes were cleaned with a backflush step. This
result was in contrast with expectations that the lubricant lining the pores during filtration
would reduce the adhesion strength of proteins, allowing for increased pore cleaning
during the backflush step. There is however, potential that the use of a backflush step at a
much lower flow rate could still result in significant recovery in LGMs. Further
investigation into recovery of flux during a backflush step in LGMs is warranted.
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Chapter 5
FLUX RECOVERY IN BACTERIA-FOULED LIQUID-GATED MEMBRANES
5.1. Chapter Abstract
SLIPS have been previously reported to have a remarkable resistance to the adhesion of
bacteria. However, LGMs have not been evaluated for resistance to biofilm growth and
adhesion. This chapter shows that LGMs of different pore sizes resist adhesion of
Staphylococcus epidermidis biofilms under static conditions. Additionally, 1 µm PTFE
membranes gated with Krytox 103 or Krytox 107 resist the adhesion of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, and S. epidermidis biofilms. In this
chapter, it is shown that biofilms can be grown directly on to the surface of LGMs.
However, exposure to an air-water interface (AWI) results in removal of significant
amounts of these biofilms, causing a marked recovery in membrane flux relative to
fouled membranes. Steps previously used to recover flux in protein-fouled membranes
are evaluated for their ability to recover flux in bacteria-fouled membranes. Filtrations of
planktonic S. epidermidis and subsequent resting is performed, showing that passive
recovery is not achieved. In this chapter the ability of LGMs to resist fouling of bacteria
through both biofilm formation and pore blocking is evaluated.
5.2. Introduction
Bacterial fouling of membranes presents a significant issue in membrane processes,
specifically membranes exposed to bacterial growth media, such as membranes for use in
AnMBRs.[22,110–112] A reduction in bacterial fouling on membrane surfaces would greatly
improve the efficiency of AnMBRs, as well as reduce the cost of cleaning processes.[113]
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The creation of immobilized liquid (IL) layers on porous substrates has been shown to
drastically reduce the adhesion of bacteria[89,91] and proteins[93,94] to surfaces. By
combining ILLs with membrane technology, LGMs were created.[96] While it is logical to
assume that LGMs would exhibit similar anti-biofilm characteristics as IL layers, no data
has been published supporting this assumption. In this chapter, the adhesion of bacterial
biofilms of various bacterial species on the surface of LGMs of different pore sizes is
quantified. Additionally, LGMs are used to filter planktonic bacteria, then assessed for
passive flux recovery. Filtration of DI water through membranes fouled with biofilms is
performed and the ability of a resting step to allow passive flux recovery is analyzed. In
light of data suggesting that air-water interfaces (AWIs) can strip a surface layer from IL
layers,[114] biofilm-fouled LGMs are exposed to an AWI and then flux recovery is
quantified. This chapter provides important information regarding the ability of LGMs to
resist biofilm fouling, as well as how to clean LGMs once biofilms have formed.
5.3. Materials and Methods
5.3.1. Biofilm Growth on the Surface of LGMs
Biofilms were grown on PTFE membranes according to methods described in Chapter 2.
To determine the affect of different species, biofilms of S. epidermidis, S. aureus, E. coli,
and P. aeruginosa were grown on 1 µm PTFE membranes lubricated with Krytox 103
and non-lubricated controls. After 48 hours of growth, membranes were removed from
the biofilm media and placed in 0.1% crystal violet solution for 15 minutes. After 15
minutes of soaking in crystal violet, membranes were removed from the solution and
excess crystal violet and non-adhered cells were rinsed by dipping membranes in DI
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water until crystal violet no longer came off the membrane. Membranes were then
photographed from above. Images of the dyed membranes were cropped to the edge of
the circular membranes and then the amount of purple in the picture was quantified using
a MatLab program provided by the Aizenberg group at Harvard. To determine percent
coverage of the actual membrane and not the square photograph, percent coverage of
images was normalized to the percent coverage of a membrane entirely covered with
crystal violet. This allowed for the percent coverage of the circular membrane, rather than
the square picture to be quantified.
The effect of membrane pore size on biofilm adhesion was also investigated using 1, 5,
and 20 µm PTFE membranes. S. epidermidis biofilms were grown according to
previously described methods and membranes were analyzed for percent biofilm
coverage using the same crystal violet staining and quantification procedure as presented
earlier in this work. All treatments were performed in triplicate.
5.3.2. Flux Through Biofilm-Fouled LGMs
To investigate the flux of DI water through membranes fouled with biofilms, 2 mL of S.
epidermidis biofilm solution was placed onto a membrane already installed into the
filtration test apparatus and inoculated with 0.2 mL of planktonic S. epidermidis in the
exponential phase of growth. Biofilms were grown in the test apparatus to avoid exposure
to an AWI before quantification of membrane flux. Biofilms were grown under static
conditions for 48 hours at a temperature of 37 °C. Filtration of DI water was then
conducted at a TMP of 68.95 kPa for 90 s to quantify initial membrane flux. Following
this, a resting step of 15 minutes was performed for membranes lubricated with Krytox
103. Experiments were also performed where a backflush cleaning step was used rather
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than passive membrane rest. After the resting or backflush step was complete, DI water
flux was again measured for 90 seconds at a TMP of 68.95 kPa. To measure the effect of
AWIs on flux recovery, the same biofilm growth and DI flux determination procedure
was followed, with the exception that the membranes were vertically dipped in DI water
two times before flux recovery was measured. Percent of clean membrane flux was
calculated as the average flow rate of the treatment divided by the average flow rate of
clean membranes. All treatments were tested in triplicate.
5.3.3. Flux Recovery in LGMs Fouled with Planktonic S. epidermidis
S. epidermidis was grown in 1 L of TSB for 48 hours at 37 °C and an agitation of 100
RPM. The optical density after 48 hours was 1.0 ± 0.1, measured at a wavelength of 540
nm. Planktonic S. epidermidis was filtered for 5 minutes at a TMP of 68.95 kPa. After
initial filtration, a resting step of 15 or 30 minutes was performed for membranes gated
with Krytox 103 and Krytox 107, respectively. According to results presented in Chapter
4 a rest interval of 15 minutes was used for LGMs created with Krytox 103, and a rest of
30 minutes was used for membranes gated with Krytox 107. After completion of the
resting step, filtration was again performed for 5 minutes to quantify flux recovery.
Recovery was calculated as the maximum flux after cleaning divided by the maximum
initial flux during the first cycle, as described in Chapter 4, Section 3.1. All treatments
were performed in triplicate.
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5.4. Results
5.4.1. Biofilm Growth on the Surface of LGMs
Figure 5.1A. shows that 1 µm PTFE membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 reduced
biofilm adhesion compared to non-lubricated controls for all species of bacteria tested.
P. aeruginosa was the only species to cover more than 10% of the surface of lubricated
membranes. In all cases, non-lubricated controls were almost entirely covered with
biofilm. Representative samples of both controls and LGMs are shown in Figure 5.2B for
each species.

Figure 5.1. Biofilm Coverage of Different Species on LGMs A) Percent biofilm
coverage for non-lubricated (NL) membranes and membranes gated with Krytox 103
(K103) after exposure to an AWI. B) Non-lubricated membranes (left) and LGMs (right)
after biofilm growth by different species and exposure to an AWI. C) SEM images of S.
aureus on PTFE membranes. S. aureus colored green for clarity.
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The adhesion of biofilms to lubricated PTFE membranes of different pore sizes can be
seen in Figure 5.2A. In all cases, non-lubricated membranes had almost total coverage
while lubricated membranes did not. Lubricated membranes with a pore size of 5 µm had
the lowest coverage. Figure 5.2B shows representative samples of each pore size for both
control membranes and LGMs.

Figure 5.2. Biofilm Coverage of S. epidermidis on LGMs of Different Pore Size. A)
Percent S. epidermidis biofilm coverage for non-lubricated (NL) PTFE membranes and
PTFE membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 (K103) after passing through an AWI.
Membrane pore sizes of 1, 5, and 20 µm were used. B) Representative images of each
membrane pore size after biofilm growth and exposure to an AWI. Non-lubricated
controls are on the left and LGMs are on the right.
5.4.2. Flux Through Biofilm-Fouled LGMs
Figure 5.3 shows the flux through membranes fouled with S. epidermidis biofilms both
with and without exposure to an AWI for both non-lubricated membranes and LGMs in
combination with membrane rest and a backflush. For each membrane, flux after fouling
with a biofilm was significantly lower than initial clean membrane flux. After exposure to
an AWI, the flux in LGMs is much closer to the average clean membrane flux, whereas
the flux in non-lubricated membranes remained close to 0, even after exposure to an AWI
and a backflush.
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Figure 5.3. Flux Through LGMs Fouled with Biofilms and Cleaned Through
Various Methods Percent of clean membrane flux through membranes fouled with S.
epidermidis biofilms both with and without exposure to an AWI, as well as various
combinations of exposure to an AWI, membrane rest, and a backflush.

5.4.3. Flux Recovery in LGMs Fouled with Planktonic S. epidermidis
Percent of flux recovery in LGMs with a pore size of both 1 µm and 5 µm during
filtration of planktonic S. epidermidis is shown in Figure 5.4. LGMs recovered a similar
percentage of initial flow as controls after 15 minutes of rest at both pore sizes.

Figure 5.4. Passive Flux Recovery in LGMs Fouled with Planktonic S. epidermidis
Percent flux recovery in LGMs and non-lubricated controls fouled with planktonic S.
epidermidis after a resting interval of 15 minutes for both 1 µm and 5 µm membranes.
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5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. Biofilm Growth on the Surface of LGMs
The presence of a liquid gate reduced the coverage of biofilm drastically for all four
species tested after exposure to an AWI. The large reduction in adhered bacteria is
consistent with previous work regarding IL layers.[89,91] Furthermore, the difference in
adhesion of different species is consistent with data presented by Kovalenko et al.[97] The
difference in adhesion across different bacterial species could be caused by variations in
cell surface structures or differences in methods of initial adhesion and biofilm formation
between species.[41,43,45] It is important to note however, that all membranes were exposed
to an AWI, which creates a wrapping layer of lubricant between the water and air as
shown in Figure 1.8, leading to the removal of lubricant from the surface.[86] The
formation of this wrapping layer and subsequent removal of oil could also remove
bacteria from the surface, reducing coverage values for lubricated membranes. This is a
limitation of the methods used to analyze resistance to biofilm coverage in lubricated
materials, however, work presented later in this chapter allows for evaluation of biofilm
formation on membranes not exposed to an AWI.
The biofilm coverage of liquid-gated PTFE membranes of different pore sizes was
reduced compared to non-lubricated controls. The differences in adhesion across
membranes of different pore sizes was not expected, however, some of the physical
properties of these membranes are different. For example, the thickness of 1 µm
membranes is 152 – 250 µm, while 20 µm membranes have a thickness of 127 µm.
Additionally, the porosity of each size membrane is different, making direct comparisons
of different membranes difficult. The difference in biofilm adhesion could be caused by
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differences in pore size, membrane thickness, or membrane porosity. Future work with
membranes of more controlled physical properties would help to clarify the role that pore
diameter plays in biofilm adhesion on LGMs. It is important to note however, that for all
pore diameters, LGMs had reduced adhesion of bacterial biofilm compared to nonlubricated controls. This shows that exposure of biofilms on a lubricant layer to an AWI
reduces biofilm adhesion across a range of bacteria and membrane physical properties.
5.5.2. Flux Through Biofilm-Fouled LGMs
The percent of clean membrane flux in membranes fouled with S. epidermidis biofilms
without a cleaning step was less than 5% for both lubricated and non-lubricated
membranes. This suggests that biofilms are able to grow on the surface of LGMs,
resulting in a reduction of flux through the membrane. This agrees with previous data,
which shows that Krytox is not toxic. Previous work also shows that exposing biofilms
grown on lubricated surfaces to an AWI interface removes nearly all of the biofilm.[89,91]
This is due to the fact that when bacteria settle on IL layers, the strength of adhesion is
reduced enough to allow for easy cleaning during exposure to an AWI.[97] While these
surfaces do not resist bacterial adhesion to the point where biofilm formation is
prevented, the strength of adhesion is reduced enough to produce clear differences
between bare surfaces and surfaces with an IL layer.
In light of the ability of AWIs to drastically reduce biofilm coverage, membranes fouled
with S. epidermidis biofilms were exposed to an AWI and then flux was evaluated. After
exposure to an AWI, non-lubricated membranes still had less than 5% of clean membrane
flux, while membranes lubricated with Krytox 103 or Krytox 107 had 80% and 60% of
clean membrane flux, respectively. This further supports that exposure to AWIs has a
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major role in removing bacteria from IL layers.
To more thoroughly evaluate the removal of S. epidermidis biofilms from LGMs, a
variety of cleaning steps, both with and without exposure to an AWI were evaluated. All
treatments without exposure to an AWI resulted in flows of less than 10% of clean
membrane flux. LGMs exposed to an AWI however, had percent clean membrane flux
values of over 30% for cleaning with a backflush only, as well as combining a resting
step with a backflush. The data presented in this section combines to suggest that
exposure to an AWI is an essential step in the removal of bacterial biofilms from
lubricated surfaces.
5.5.3. Flux Recovery in LGMs Fouled with Planktonic S. epidermidis
LGMs with an average pore diameter of 1 µm were tested for the ability to generate flux
recovery during a passive resting step during filtration of S. epidermidis. It was found that
passive recovery did not occur in LGMs to levels beyond non-lubricated controls. The
reason for this is unclear, however, it is possible that due to the size of S. epidermidis
relative to the pores, that fouling occurred on the pore surface. Since surface cleaning was
not observed during passive cleaning in biofilm experiments, it is possible that the
mechanism of pore cleaning occurs only within the pores. Data presented in Chapter 6
will attempt to better quantify the reinfusion of pores and the mechanisms through which
it occurs. To determine if pore size played a role in the lack of recovery, 5 µm pore
diameter membranes were used to filter planktonic S. epidermidis. It was found that
recovery still did not occur to greater levels in LGMs than non-lubricated membranes.
The data from this experiment are inconclusive, since S. epidermidis cells are still on
relatively similar in size to 5 µm, meaning that fouling may occur only at the opening of
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the pore. In Chapter 6, mathematical models will be applied to determine the type of
fouling that develops during filtration of planktonic S. epidermidis.
5.6. Conclusions
The data presented in this chapter shows that LGMs exposed to an AWI have very little
coverage from bacterial biofilms. This reduction in coverage was observed for all four
bacterial species tested, a significant result due to the widely varied physiology of the
bacteria tested. LGMs of various pore diameters all seemed to resist bacterial adhesion,
however limitations in membrane fabrication make direct comparison of membranes with
different pore diameters difficult. While biofilms could form on LGMs under static
conditions causing a sharp decrease in membrane flow, membrane flux was recovered
through exposure to an AWI. This exposure is thought to remove adhered bacteria and
biofilm polymers through the creation of an oil wrapping layer at the AWI. As the AWI
moves across the membrane, the oil layer is disrupted, resulting in the removal of bacteria
and proteins that were previously adhered to the membrane surface. In contrast to data
obtained during protein filtration, passive flux recovery was not observed during filtration
of planktonic S. epidermidis. The cause for this lack of recovery is not clear, however,
based on data suggesting that cleaning does not occur on the membrane surface during a
rest interval, it is possible that foulants close to the size of a membrane pore are not
cleaned as effectively as much smaller foulants. Additional tests using membranes with 5
µm pore diameters were also performed, resulting in no passive recovery. Future work
should focus on quantification of lubricant loss during the passing of AWIs over
lubricated surfaces, determining if this loss has a significant impact on filtration
characteristics.
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Chapter 6
MECHANISM OF FLUX RECOVERY IN LIQUID-GATED MEMBRANES
6.1. Chapter Abstract
It was previously demonstrated that allowing LGMs fouled with protein to rest for 15 or
30 minutes resulted in recovery of flow rate compared to controls. While this result is of
interest for fouling control in multiple membrane applications, it is essential to better
understand how recovery occurs to apply LGMs most effectively. Using least squares
regression and the four basic models for membrane fouling, it is determined that protein
fouling of LGMs seems to occur in the pores of the membrane during initial fouling, as it
does in non-lubricated membranes. However, after a resting step non-lubricated
membranes demonstrate cake filtration while membranes gated with Krytox 107 continue
to demonstrate standard fouling. Since both membranes were fouled to an almost
complete cessation of flow after 15 minutes, this result suggests that recovery happens
within the pores of LGMs. Experiments using a fouling time of 1 minute had similar
results. However, complete blocking was determined to be the fouling mechanism during
initial filtration. After a resting step, LGMs were best modelled by standard fouling while
non-lubricated controls were best represented by cake filtration and intermediate fouling.
Regressing fouling models to filtration of planktonic S. epidermidis exhibited standard
fouling as the predominant fouling mode in LGMs, a result inconsistent with the physical
assumptions of the standard fouling model. This result shows that LGMs may be
artificially weighted towards standard fouling due to the presence of a liquid-layer lining
the pore. Future work to develop a new model for fouling that accounts for the presence
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of a liquid layer lining the pore in LGMs is necessary to fully evaluate the mechanism of
fouling in LGMs.
6.2. Introduction
In Chapter 4 of this work it was shown that flux recovery was achieved during a passive
resting step in LGMs. While this result was interesting and demonstrated the promise of
LGMs for industry applications, understanding the mechanism through which recovery is
achieved will allow for a more educated application of LGMs to industry systems. It has
been previously demonstrated that during filtration through LGMs, the gating liquid is
pushed to the walls of the pore, creating a liquid-lined channel.[96] This flow was further
described by applying core-annular flow equations to quantify flow rate through the
membrane as a function of TMP.[98] While both of these reports demonstrate how the
pore is opened and state that the pore closes during a resting step, neither determines the
method by which the pore is closed. The data in chapter 4 shows that flux recovery is
achieved in protein-fouled LGMs during a resting step. Additionally, Chapter 5 shows
that bacteria are not cleaned off the surface both after biofilm formation and during
filtration of planktonic cells. Combining these results with the data presented in literature
leads to the hypothesis that reinfusion of membrane pores leads to removal of proteins,
which are small enough to foul inside of the pore, from the pore walls. It is also
hypothesized that recovery is not seen in membranes fouled with bacteria since the
bacteria do not foul the inside of the pore and the main mechanism of cleaning happens
within the membrane pores. In this chapter, flux decline models are used to determine
what method of fouling occurs in liquid-gated membranes. These models are further used
to determine if the fouling models differ between LGMs and non-lubricated controls for
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filtration of both whey protein and planktonic S. epidermidis.[26,36,37,40] Using these data
regressions, the mechanism through which recovery is achieved in protein-fouled
membranes is clarified.
6.3. Materials and Methods
6.3.1. Fitting of Flux Decline Equations
The four models of flux decline are cake filtration, standard blocking, intermediate
fouling, and complete blocking. Models were fit using the MatLab curve-fitting
algorithm. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used and the constant k was allowed
to vary from 0 to infinity, where k was used to represent blocking parameters present in
each equation. Data acquired during filtration in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were used to fit
these models. Regression was performed using average flow rate data from all three
replicates in each treatment. The time period during which the membrane flow rate
increased due to pore opening was neglected in membranes lubricated with Krytox
107.[96,98] R2 values were recorded and used to compare goodness of fit. The model with
the highest R2 value was considered to be the most accurate model. Regression was
performed for data both before and after recovery of flux during a resting period for
membranes fouled with protein. An additional data set was obtained by filtering a 2.5 g
L-1 whey solution for 1 minute, followed by 15 or 30 minutes of rest for membranes
lubricated with Krytox 103 or Krytox 107, respectively. After the rest step, filtration was
performed for another minute to allow flux recovery to be calculated. For each
calculation there is a non-lubricated control performed on the same day and with the
same solution as Krytox 103 and another non-lubricated control performed on the same
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day with the same solution as Krytox 107. This experimental design was used to allow
for more direct comparisons of LGMs to controls and reduce temporal variance due to
bacterial growth or protein changes over time when placed in a DI water solution. The
equations used to model the fouling types are as follows:[26]
Cake Filtration:
J=

(6.1)

∗ ∗( )

Where J is membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
t is time in seconds,
J0 is initial membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
and k is the cake filtration constant.
Standard Fouling:
∗

J=

( ∗ ∗( )

(6.2)
)

Where J is membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
t is time in seconds,
J0 is initial membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
and k is the standard fouling constant.
Intermediate Blocking:
J=

(6.3)

∗ ∗

Where J is membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
t is time in seconds,
J0 is initial membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
and k is the intermediate blocking constant.
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Complete Blocking:
J= J ∗e

∗

(6.4)

Where J is membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
t is time in seconds,
J0 is initial membrane flow rate in ml s-1,
and k is the complete blocking constant.
6.4. Results
6.4.1. Fitting of Flux Decline Equations
Table 6.1 shows the R2 values for cake filtration, standard fouling, intermediate fouling,
and complete fouling during the first fouling cycle of 2.5 g L-1 whey protein solution. In
all cases, standard fouling exhibited the highest R2 value.
Table 6.1. Fit of Fouling Models to Initial Filtration R-squared values for the four
models of membrane fouling during initial fouling of LGMs and non-lubricated controls
with 2.5 g L-1 whey solution. Bolded values highlight the model that exhibited the highest
R2 value.
Membrane
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 103
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 107

Cake
0.7260
0.7400
0.7848
0.6969

Standard
0.9775
0.9762
0.9712
0.9268

Intermediate
0.9430
0.9504
0.9592
0.8783

Complete
0.9414
0.9279
0.9011
0.9034

Table 6.2 shows R-squared values for different models of blocking after 15 and 30
minutes of recovery (Krytox 103 and Krytox 107 gated membranes, respectively)
following 15 minutes of fouling with 2.5 g L-1 whey protein.
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Table 6.2. Fit of Fouling Models to Filtration After Recovery R2 values for the four
models of fouling during filtration of 2.5 g L-1 whey solution after initial fouling and
subsequent membrane rest. Bolded values highlight the model with the highest R2 value.
Membrane
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 103
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 107

Cake
0.5180
0.8141
0.7062
0.7035

Standard
0.0012
0.6603
0.5239
0.8817

Intermediate
0.2957
0.8162
0.5413
0.8749

Complete
-0.4922
0.4139
-0.1340
0.8206

Table 6.3 shows R2 values for the four models of fouling after 1 minute of initial fouling
with 2.5 g L-1 whey protein. In all cases, complete fouling had the highest R2 value.
Table 6.3. Fit of Fouling Models to Short Fouling Times: Initial Filtration R2 values
for the four models of fouling fitted to data from 1 minute of initial fouling with a 2.5 g
L-1 solution of whey protein. Bolded values highlight the models with the highest Rsquared values.
Membrane
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 103
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 107

Cake
0.8091
0.8084
0.8351
0.7342

Standard
0.9514
0.9408
0.9553
0.8411

Intermediate
0.9130
0.9062
0.9235
0.2250

Complete
0.9640
0.9499
0.9661
0.8670

Table 6.4 shows R2 values for each of the four fouling models after 1, 15, and 30 minutes
of rest after 1 minute of fouling with 2.5 g L-1 whey protein. Cake filtration was the
prevailing model for both non-lubricated controls, while standard and intermediate
fouling were the models with the best fit for membranes lubricated with both Krytox 103
and Krytox 107.
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Table 6.4. Fit of Fouling Models to Short Fouling Times: After Recovery R2 values
for the four models of fouling fitted to data for 1 minute of fouling with a 2.5 g L-1 whey
solution after initial fouling followed by 15 and 30 minutes of rest for membranes gated
with Krytox 103 and Krytox 107, respectively. Bolded values highlight the highest R2
values. Rows with two values had little difference between R2 values.
Membrane
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 103
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 107

Cake
0.9081
0.9044
0.9352
0.9055

Standard
0.8312
0.9810
0.8935
0.9478

Intermediate
0.8935
0.9807
0.9392
0.9423

Complete
0.7003
0.9227
0.7876
0.9383

Table 6.5. shows R2 values for each of the 12 cycles of filtration of 2.5 g L-1 whey
solution followed by 30 minutes of rest in LGMs lubricated with Krytox 107. Standard
fouling occurred for the first two cycles, followed by intermediate fouling in cycles 3
through 9. Cycles 10, 11, and 12 were best fit by the cake filtration model.
Table 6.5. Fit of Fouling Models over Repeated Filtration Cycles R2 values for
standard, complete, intermediate, and cake filtration fouling models during each of the 12
cycles of filtration of 2.5 g L-1 whey solution and subsequent rest of 30 minutes in LGMs
created with Krytox 107. Bolded values highlight the highest R2 value and the respective
model is considered the fouling model for that cycle.
Cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Standard
0.9227
0.8952
0.8175
0.7498
0.6842
0.6529
0.6461
0.7043
0.6043
0.5628
0.3546
0.4324

Cake
0.7399
0.7536
0.7520
0.7691
0.7510
0.7393
0.7375
0.7494
0.7184
0.7118
0.6205
0.6185
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Complete
0.9004
0.8094
0.6762
0.5463
0.4492
0.4004
0.3904
0.4845
0.3325
0.2765
-0.0053
0.1461

Intermediate
0.8824
0.8553
0.8261
0.8998
0.7844
0.7601
0.7550
0.7855
0.7244
0.6894
0.5338
0.5672

Table 6.6 shows R2 values for each of the four fouling models during 5 minutes of
planktonic S. epidermidis filtration. The models for intermediate fouling had the highest
R2 value for both non-lubricated controls while standard fouling had the best fit for
LGMs created with both Krytox 103 and Krytox 107.
Table 6.6. Fit of Fouling Models During Filtration of Planktonic Bacteria R2 values
for standard, complete, intermediate, and cake filtration fouling models during 5 minutes
of filtration of planktonic S. epidermidis. Bolded entries highlight the highest R2 value
and the respective model is considered the fouling model for that membrane.
Membrane
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 103
Non-Lubricated
Krytox 107

Cake
0.7767
0.7398
0.7561
0.7602

Standard
0.8185
0.9411
0.8577
0.9473

Intermediate
0.8929
0.9359
0.8901
0.9254

Complete
0.6975
0.8836
0.7596
0.8906

6.5. Discussion
6.5.1. Fitting of Flux Decline Equations
Fitting of flux decline models to fouling data from 15 minutes of filtration of a 2.5 g L-1
whey solution showed that fouling in both LGMs and non-lubricated membranes
appeared to be standard fouling, or pore constriction. This is consistent with previous
reports that fouling during filtration of small particles is initially pore constriction,
followed by cake filtration after sufficient restriction of the pores.[37] After a resting step,
LGMs created with Krytox 107 continued to demonstrate fouling by pore restriction,
while the predominant mechanism in controls became cake filtration. Membranes
lubricated with Krytox 103 exhibited intermediate fouling after the resting step. This
suggests that partial cleaning may have occurred, reducing the amount of pore
constriction enough to allow that serves to bridge the gap between standard fouling and
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cake filtration.[37] The return to standard fouling in membranes gated with Krytox 107
provides support for the hypothesis that flux recovery observed during the resting step is
a result of pore cleaning. However, all data obtained with LGMs is likely biased towards
pore constriction, due to the presence of the lubricant layer, which becomes thicker as
flow rate decreases.[98] This bias is clearly illustrated during the filtration of planktonic S.
epidermidis, which are too large to cause pore constriction in 1 µm membrane pores.
However, standard fouling was observed in both LGMs, suggesting that the lubricant
layer does play a role in cleaning. Over the 12 cycles of repeated fouling and filtration, a
transition from standard fouling in the first 2 cycles to intermediate fouling in cycles 3
through 9, and cake filtration in cycles 10 through 12 suggests the build-up of a cake
layer resulted in decreased flux recovery over the 12 cycles. While giving evidence that
cake layer formation plays a role in the decreased recovery of flux over repeated cycles,
this result does not exclude the possibility that lubricant layer loss also plays a role in
decreased recovery over repeated cycles. Future work is needed to clarify the
mechanisms of recovery loss. To better determine the mechanism of fouling and
recovery, a fouling period of only one minute was used. This would theoretically result in
only standard fouling of the membrane, meaning that any recovery that occurred could
likely be attributed to cleaning of the pores. During initial fouling, complete fouling was
observed in all membranes, a result that was not expected. However, after resting the
membranes, LGMs demonstrated pore restriction while controls demonstrated cake and
intermediate fouling. In membranes lubricated with Krytox 103, there were similar Rsquared values for both intermediate and standard fouling, suggesting that Krytox 103 did
not clean the pores as well as Krytox 107, consistent with previous data. Due to the bias
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of LGMs towards pore restriction, it is difficult to make strongly supported claims.
However, this data suggests that there is some mechanism of cleaning that occurs within
the membrane pores.
6.6. Conclusions
The data presented in this chapter lends support to the idea that recovery of flux in LGMs
during a resting step is a result of cleaning within the membrane pores. However, without
methods to visualize the membrane pores during a resting period it is difficult to
definitively show this. Fitting flux decline equations to LGM filtration data was used in
an attempt to show where fouling occurs within LGMs and where fouling occurs after
cleaning. While the data suggests that LGMs are initially fouled through standard fouling,
and then again through standard or intermediate fouling after a rest step, LGMs are also
biased to the pore constriction model due to the increasing thickness of the lubricant layer
as flow rate decreases.[98] To overcome the limitation of this bias, new models for fouling
that take into account the lubricant layer need to be developed. Future work to derive and
validate new fouling models is essential to increase the general understanding of LGMs.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
7.1. Review
This work provides basic characterization of the liquid entry pressure and basic filtration
characteristics of LGMs. It is shown that effluent protein concentration does not change
when a liquid gate is present. The presence of a liquid gate also did not influence the
filtration of 1 µm microparticles, possibly because solid microparticles were able to
displace the liquid lubricant layer lining the pores.
It was additionally shown that once LGMs were fouled with a whey protein solution,
allowing LGMs to rest for 15 or 30 minutes resulted in an increased recovery in
membrane flux compared to non-lubricated controls. This previously unreported result
shows that LGMs are capable of passive cleaning, which has broad potential for
industrial applications. It was further shown that recovery of flux was not increased in the
presence of liquid-linings during a backflush cleaning step.
The presence of a liquid-layer was not shown to resist biofilm formation on the surface of
LGMs. However, exposing LGMs to an air-water interface resulted in a flux recovery
relative to biofilm-fouled membranes not exposed to an air-water interface. This suggests
that exposure to an AWI results in removal of adhered bacteria and is consistent with
previous publications.[86,97]
To determine how membrane cleaning is achieved during a resting step, filtration data
was regressed to flux decline models and the mode of fouling was determined for both
LGMs and controls. It was found that both controls and LGMs underwent standard
fouling during initial filtration. However, after protein fouling and a resting step, LGMs
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continued to undergo standard or intermediate fouling while controls underwent cake
layer filtration. This result lends evidence to the hypothesis that cleaning occurs within
membrane pores, however the inherent bias of LGMs to standard fouling models makes
this claim less supported.
7.2. Future Directions
Based on the entirety of this work, LGMs serve as an interesting and novel new
technology for the filtration industry. Future research directions should focus on
mathematically modeling the flow of solutions through LGMs and the interaction of
solids with the lubricant layer. As a part of this, determination of lubricant loss during
filtration would prove useful. If it is found that substantial amounts of lubricant are
removed from the membrane during filtration, methods to replenish the lubricant would
increase the longevity of LGMs.
Work to derive flux decline equations for LGMs that account for the presence of a liquidlayer is necessary. This is a complex issue because the thickness of the lubricant layer
increases as the flux through the membrane decreases. Additional work to determine the
ability of LGMs to passively recover flux against different foulants, such as model
proteins and particles of controlled sizes, is needed to allow for determination of the
mechanism of flux recovery.
7.3. Summary
This work serves to provide basic characterization of LGMs and additionally shows the
ability for passive flux recovery to be achieved when LGMs are fouled with whey protein
and undergo a resting step. The mechanism of this passive cleaning has not been fully
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determined, however evidence does suggest that cleaning occurs within the pores of the
membrane. It has been further shown that exposure of LGMs to an air-water interface
results in the removal of biofilms from the surface of LGMs, but does not in nonlubricated controls. This work has presented information essential to better understanding
LGMs and has provided preliminary data to guide future applications and developments
of LGMs.
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APPENDIX A: STANDARD CURVES FOR MICROPARTICLES AND WHEY
PROTEIN
Chapter 3 reported values for the effluent concentration of 1 µm microparticles during constant
flow rate filtration. Figure A1.1. shows the standard curve for microparticles, created using the
initial stock solution and dilutions of the stock solution at a wavelength of 590 nm. This curve
confirmed that the relation between adsorbance and concentration was linear, an assumption
made for our calculations. A standard curve was also created for whey protein concentration, and
is shown in Figure A1.2. Whey protein concentration was measured at a wavelength of 540 nm.
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Figure A.1. Standard Curve for Microparticle Filtration Standard curve for microparticles at
a wavelength of 590 nm.
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Figure A.2. Standard Curve for Whey Protein Concentration Standard curve for whey
protein measured at a wavelength of 540 nm.
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APPENDIX B: RAW 2.5 G L-1 WHEY PROTEIN FILTRATION CURVES
Chapter 4 presents data regarding the recovery of LGMs after both a passive resting interval and
a backflush step. The values for recovery were calculated from the normalized flux curves,
which are presented in this appendix. The break in data indicates the cleaning step, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.1. All data presented in this section is for membranes with a pore size
of 1 µm.

Figure B.1. Flux Decline Curves for Non-Lubricated Controls Cleaned by Passive Rest.
Flux decline curves of non-lubricated 1 µm PTFE membranes with a resting step of 1 minute
(top), 15 minutes (middle), and 30 minutes (bottom).
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Figure B.2. Flux Decline Curves for LGMs Created with Krytox 103 Cleaned by Passive
Rest. Flux decline curves for LGMs created with Krytox 103 with a resting step of 1 minute
(top), 15 minutes (middle), and 30 minutes (bottom).
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Figure B.3. Flux Decline Curves for LGMs Created with Krytox 107 Cleaned by Passive
Rest. Flux decline curves for LGMs created with Krytox 107 with a resting step of 1 minute
(top), 15 minutes (middle), and 30 minutes (bottom).
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